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	Sony Alpha DSLR-A700 Digital Field Guide, 9780470270318 (0470270314), John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get the results you want from your Sony A700
    With its built-in Super Steady Shot vibration reduction, 12.2 megapixel resolution, and amazingly fast focusing capability, the Sony A700 is a top-drawer camera. Make the most of it with this information-packed guide. You'll learn to use all the controls, refresh your knowledge of photography basics, explore the effects of various lenses, and get practical advice for capturing the shot you want in all sorts of situations. This is a working guide. Take it everywhere you take your A700.      

	
        Get the feel of your Sony A700 right away with the Quick Tour      

    
	
        Examine the effects of natural and artificial light, flash, reflectors, diffusers, and more      

    
	
        Compare prime, zoom, normal, wide, and telephoto lenses, with special emphasis on Sony lenses      

    
	
        Apply professional tips for shooting a wide variety of subjects      

    
	
        View, download, and print your photos      

    


About the Author
   
Alan Hess is a professional freelance photographer. He specializes in concert and event photography, but has also done commercial photography for everything from a guitar manufacturer's brochure to a women's workout wear catalog. Alan is also a key contributor to the Lexar Pro Photography Web site.
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Splunk EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Splunk to efficiently analyze machine, log, web, and social media data


	About This Book

	
		Make impressive reports and dashboards easily
	
		Search, locate, and manage apps in Splunk
	
		Use the Twitter app to create a dashboard based on Twitter searches of...



		

Grow to Greatness: Smart Growth for Entrepreneurial BusinessesStanford Social Sciences, 2012

	Simply put, most entrepreneurial start-ups fail. Those fortunate enough to succeed then face a second, major challenge: how to grow. This book focuses on the key questions an entrepreneur must answer in order to grow a business. Based on extensive research of more than fifty successful growth companies, Grow to Greatness discusses the...


		

Developing Large Web Applications: Producing Code That Can Grow and ThriveYahoo Press, 2010

	
		How do you create a mission-critical site that provides exceptional performance while remaining flexible, adaptable, and reliable 24/7? Written by the manager of a UI group at Yahoo!, Developing Large Web Applications offers practical steps for building rock-solid applications that remain effective even as you add features,...






	

The Killer Book of True Crime: Incredible Stories, Facts and Trivia from the World of Murder and MayhemSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	This book is designed to serve up a potpourri of delectable information about crime in a manner that’s entertaining, informative, and satisfying. It should be right down the average crime lover’s gurney—or rather, alley.


	This book serves up crime in a variety of ways. There are Notable Quotables (quotes from...


		

Digital SLR Cameras and Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The perennial DSLR bestseller—now expanded with more photography tips


	Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies has remained the top-selling book on DSLR photography since the first edition was published. Now in its Fifth Edition, itcovers the latest technologies in the world of DSLR cameras and...


		

Handbook of Food Factory DesignSpringer, 2013

	Food manufacturing has evolved over the centuries from kitchen industries to modern, sophisticated production operations. A typical food factory includes the food processing and packaging lines, the buildings and exterior landscaping, and the utility-supply and waste-treatment facilities. As a single individual is unlikely to possess all the...
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